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SHAKTI PRINTS N PURE, SURAT
Shakti Prints N Pure product features as polyester, silk,
blend etc., which are mill dyed, machine printed, digital
printed using machines like M.S. etc. Our prints are
designed in-house by our own artists and sourced from
reputed designers worldwide with value addition that makes
our product ‘ready to use’ for women apparels. Both our designs and our fabrics
are not common in the market i.e ‘what we make is unique’.

SHARMAN UDYOG PRIVATE LIMITED, SONEPAT
Sharman Udyog product range includes all kinds of woven
and printed trims. In addition to this the company has state of
the art infrastructure for cut ‘n’ fold, ultrasonic, laser cut and
warping. The manufacturing units is continually updated with
the latest technology, keeping pace with the global standards and industry
requirements.

SHREE BALAJI KNITS, GURGAON
Shree Balaji Knits is a leading manufacturer and supplier of
all kinds of knitted fabrics. We specialise in knitted fabrics in
all varieties like single jersey, double jersey, pique, polar
fleece, jacquard, interlock, auto-striper, modal / lycra, cotton
lycra, viscose vortex lycra, burnt out fabrics, grindle fleece, neps fleece, lurex
fleece etc. Also, we develop new fabrics as per the buyers’ specifications and
samples.

SHREE MAHAKALI SILK & SAREES, SURAT
Shree Mahakali Silk & Sarees is Surat based fabric supplier
dealing in all kind of poly fabric e.g. chiffon, GGT, crepe,
satin for ladies wear, kids wear and scarf. The company is a
specialist in filament viscose fabric as well as digital print.

SHREE VALLABH INTERNATIONAL, SURAT
Shree Vallabh International is one of the leading
manufacturers & suppliers of various speciality fabrics.
Shree Vallabh specilizes in manufacturing of silk blends,
polyester blends & viscose blends.

SHREESILK, SURAT
Shreesilk manufactures all types of fancy jacquard fabrics
for dress materials, upholstery, sarees and export jacquard
fabrics, supplying to the leading brands all over India. Shree
silk also takes up brand & seasonal catalogue work for
apparel brand manufacturers.

SHREYANS TEXTILES LTD., SURAT
Shreyans Textiles established in the year 1990, produces
high quality warp knitted fabrics such as tricot and raschel
along with variety of fancy knitted products with extravagant
in-house value addition capacity, our state-of-the-art
machineries from Karl Mayer, Germany are most
technologically advanced machines in its category which helps us produce the
best in class quality at competitive prices coupled with high rate of production
enabling us to serve our customers with huge quantity on timely basis. We can
mass produce and sample you products used in garments, automobile
upholstery, construction, luggage and interlining materials used in coats, suits,
etc.
SILKY DIGITAL, SURAT
Silky Digital is a manufacturer & trader of all kind of digital &
rotary printing of polyester fabrics, cotton & viscose. Fabrics
for garment and scarves. We also supply grey fabrics.

SKY HEMMAY PVT. LTD., BHIWANDI
Sky Hemmay Pvt Ltd., is a joint-venture company with one of
the reputed company from Taiwan. All products are
manufactured in India and are Oeko-Tex certified. Products
include woven-edge satin tapes, gross-grain tapes, twill
tapes, cotton tapes & trims, poly-cotton tapes, bows & flowers, Recycle PET
yarn tapes, multi-color tapes & trims. Fabrics for digital printing. Lanyard tapes.
Imitation cotton tapes & trims. These products can be manufactured from 3mm
to 100mm widths.
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SIRUVANI YARNS, ANNUR
Siruvani Yarns manufactures fancy yarn & fashion fabric.
Product includes injected slub yarn, lurex yarn, majic yarn,
miracle yarn, space dyed yarn, zero count yarn, neppy
yarn, melange yarn, streaky yarn, linen blended yarn, snow
melange yarn, hairy yarn, grindle yarn & slub. The company manufactures all
type of fancy fabric & specialises in coarser guage knitted fabrics.
SREE KANAGA DURGA TEXTILE (MACROFAST), TIRUPUR
Macrofast Digital Textile printing is one of the pioneer in the
digital printing in Tirupur, catering service like roll to roll reactive printing, value added digital printing service in
panel form, mostly called as placement prints. Also
engaged in making clothing line for kids, women's and men's mostly
associated to digital printing concepts.
SHRI VASUDEVA WEAVING MILLS PVT. LTD., COIMBATORE
Shri Vasudeva Weaving Mills has been manufacturing
woven fabric for the past six years. We are manufacturing
sheeting garments and bottom weight fabric. We have
installed brand new 810 Toyato Airjet machine. Our
production capacity per month is around 8 lakh meter. In sheeting thread
count range per 59 Inch 300 TC to 1000 TC and upto 10 Pick insertion. Count
range from 60s to 100s cotton and Tensil (Lenzing Modal), and the designing
contains plain, satin, twin, trill, striples.

STRETCH BANDS & LION TAPES PVT. LTD., BHAVNAGAR
Established in the year 1976, Stretch Bands & Lion Tapes
Pvt Ltd., is one of the leading manufacturers of elastic tapes
and laces. Design & development was accorded due
importance in the process as elastic tapes & laces were
produced from the range of 6mm to 200mm width in woven
& 6mm to 600mm width in knitted. Machinery from world renowned
manufacturers like Comez, Mueller, OMM, KY (Taiwan) etc. are used to
produce exceptional quality elastics for ladies and men’s intimate-wear,
garments as well as surgical tapes. The company also specialises in high
quality 6 colour printing and digital printing on elastics & labels. With over 100
machines and 200 employees, our effective per day output is over 600000
metres.

STUDS & STONES, GURGAON
Studs & Stones is a design solution center for all kinds of
hotfix stones, rhinestones, rhinestuds, mettalics & crystals.
From design to developing of crystal transfers & crystal
applications, we use state of the art technology to provide
the best service, high quality standards and quick turn around time. We have
worked with the countries largest fabric mills, export houses, designers and
brands. We are committed to quality production for your custom designs,
along with fast turn around time with the most competitive price quotes in the
industry.

SUNEJA FASHION FABRICS & LIFESTYLES PVT. LTD., SURAT
“SFFL” is engaged in manufacturing fashion & active/
performance wear woven fabrics for women’s & kids.
Woven Base-Fabrics: Plain, Satin/Sateen, twill, moss,
honeycomb, structured Dobby’s, Jacquard, etc r made as
chiffon, georgette, crepes, voile, stretchable/elastane, etc. Fabrics
composition: polyester, viscose (both filament based & staple based fabrics),
blended (intimate/individual) elastane: spandex/sarona. Fabrics made as:
dyed, ombre, printed(rotary/digital-print), embroidered,engraved, laser cut,
bonded, etc. Fabrics weights in gsm: from 25 gsm-250 gsm (top weights to
medium bottom weights fabrics). Special fabrics: anti-microbial, dynamic
drying (dry fit), anti-static, soil resilience, zero voc. Esteem buyers
Raymond’s, ABFRL, AFBL, Pepe jeans, HOAD, ABOF, MFB, Impulse, etc.

SUREKA KNITTING MILLS, AMRITSAR
Sureka Knitting Mills, one of the finest fabric manufacturers
suppliers, having 40 years of experience in
SUREKA KNITTING MILLS and
manufacturing of warp knitted mesh fabrics, all types of
nylon nets, raschel lace and raschel fabrics, designer mesh
fabrics, sportswear mesh fabrics, linings, cotton raschel & jacquard fabrics.
The company has in-house expert designers to develop new variety of fabrics
using variety of yarns like polyester, viscose, nylon, cotton and their blends.
We have all types of raschel knitting machines to develop fabrics as per
buyers specification.
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